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1. INTRODUCTION 
Classes of languages between context-free and context-sensitive ones may be of 
theoretical interest. From the practical point of view they might be useful also for the 
parsing of context-free languages. For example, a left-to-right parser for an LR(k) 
context-free grammar [1] has to look k symbols ahead in order to be able to apply 
some rule at a given place. This means, in fact, that the parser is based on a context- 
sensitive grammar derived from the original context-free one. 
It seems useful to start directly with some kind of context sensitive grammars 
instead of context-free ones and make the necessary restrictions only. The parser 
need not know whether the grammar has previously been transformed, and thus 
occasionally it may be applied to real noncontext-free languages. 
In this paper, right-sensitive grammars are considered, since they are natural 
extensions of context free ones as far as left-to-right parsing is concerned. Let F 0 , / '1 ,  
and F 2 denote the class of context-free, unilateral context sensitive and context 
sensitive grammars, respectively. Then by the definitions given in this paper 
/'0 C F 1 C F 2 and thus, for the corresponding classes of languages ~(F0) _C ~(F1) C 
if(f2). It can be shown that ~~ ~(F1) , i.e., the class of unilateral context- 
sensitive languages properly contains the class of context-free ones [2]. It is not 
known whether ~0(/'2) properly contains ~(F1). 
We will call a parser left-to-right if it always performs the leftmost replacement (s) 
when it is attempting to reduce the input string to the initial symbol of the grammar. 
This may involve reverse scans so the input string is not always equentially processed. 
The parser dealt with in this paper is simply a deterministic version of the general 
(nondeterministic) language recognition device represented in Fig. 1. Of course, this 
very basic parser can be applied as a recognizer only to a restricted class of right- 
sensitive grammars. 
The main result of the present paper is Theorem 3, which gives sufficient conditions 
for the applicability of this parser. The conditions are of moderate difficulty to test 
for and the test would normally be done by machine. These conditions are not too 
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strong, since they admit grammars defining arithmetic expressions and the like. 
Moreover, they can be met also by a grammar generating a real noncontext-free 
language. 
If  we are given a grammar which does not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3, 
then we can try to adjust the grammar to meet these conditions. This, however, is 
not always possible. At the end of this paper a few conditions are given allowing for 
the adjustment of this nature in some cases. 
2. THE CLASS OF UNILATERAL CONTEXT-SENSITIVE LANGUAGES 
Let V* denote, as usual, the set of strings over a set of symbols V (including the 
empty string E). Indivivual symbols will be denoted by small latin letters while sets 
and symbol strings by capitals. 
DEFINITION l. A context-sensitive grammar is a quadruple G = (T, / ,  s, P), 
where T and I are finite sets of terminal and nonterminal (auxiliary) symbols, respec- 
tively, T ~ 1 = ~, s ~ I, and P is a finite set of ordered pairs of strings--called rules-- 
of the form XqY-+XQY, where q E/, and X, Y and Q E (T u I)* and Q ~: r (i.e., 
Q nonempty). 
DEFINITION 2. For a given grammar G and two strings A, B ~ (T u I)*, B is an 
immediate consequence of A (in symbols, A ~--B), if there exists a rule 
XqY---~ XQYEP such that A = ZXqYW, and B = ZXQYW with some Z, 
WE (T U I)*. 
DEFINITION 3. A finite sequence of strings X1, X2 ,..., Xn is called a derivation 
with respect o a given grammar G, if X~ ~ Xl+l for 1 ~< i < n. 
DEFINITION 4. For a given grammar G and two strings U, Z~(TtdI)*, Z is a 
consequence of U (in symbols U ~ Z), if there exists a derivation with respect to G, 
X1, X2 ..... Xn,  where X x = U and Xn = Z. 
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DEFINITION 5. For a given grammar G, the set of strings 
Lc, - -  {WI  s ~ W}n T*  
is called the language generated by G. 
DEFINITION 6 (rsg). A grammar is called right-sensitive, if the string X is 
empty in each of the rules of P, i.e., all the rules of P are of the form qY -+ QY,  where 
Y ,  Qe(Tt . . ) I ) * ,  andQ @ e. 
DEFINITION 7 (cfg). A grammar is called context-free, if the strings X and Y are 
empty in each of the rules of P, i.e., all the rules of P are of the form q ~ Q, q e I ,  
Q~(Tu I ) * ,Q~+.  
As can be seen from Definitions 6 and 7, right-sensitive grammars include the 
context-free ones. The corresponding types of languages will be denoted by RSL 
and CFL, respectively. 
Right-sensitive grammars can be classified according to the maximum length of Y 
in their rules. 
DEFINITION 8. An RSG is said to be of order n, if the length of the context Y 
in each rule is not greater than n. 
THEOREM 1. There exists an RSG of  order 1 that generates a language which cannot 
be generated by any CFG. 
This was shown by Farkas with the aid of the language d~b'+c ~, where k ~ n [2]. 
The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 4.1 in [3] from which the nonexistence of a 
context-free grammar to the language a~b+'c ++ follows. A detailed proof of Theorem 1 
is given also in [4] with the aid of the language a2kpb2nq& ~with k ~ n. This slightly 
modified form of the example of Farkas will be used in this paper for further purposes. 
Therefore, let the corresponding right-sensitive grammar be given here: 
EXAMPLE 1. Let T -- {a, b, c, p,  q}, I - -  {s, x 1 , x2, Yl, Y2, bl, b2, ul, u2, z l ,  z2} 
and the set of rules: 
S --~ X 1 Y l  , H2 ~ ax2  
y~ -+ b2z2 , Xlb 2 --~ u2b2 , ul -+ ax~ , 
z 2 --~ y~c, bib 2 -~  b2b 2 , x 1 -+ p, 
Y2 -+ blz l  , X2bl --~ ulbl , Y l  -+ q, 
z I -~  ylc,  b2b 1 -~ bib 1 , b 1 -~  b. 
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It can be easily shown that this grammar generates the language a~kpb2nqc ~n. In the 
course of the derivation of a string of this form, the rule Yl --+ b~z2 must be applied n 
times and the rule xlb 2 ~ u~b 2 h times that makes k ~ n sure. 
DEFINITION 9. An RSG is said to be in reduced form, if the right sides of its 
rules are all of length ~2. 
THEOREM 2. To each RSG there exists an RSG in reduced fo rm that generates 
the same language. 
Proof.  The general form of the rules of an RSG is 
qYlY2 "'" Yn -+ rlr2 "'" rmy lY2  "'" yn  , 
where y~Tu1 for 1 ~ i~n and r~.~Tu l fo r  1 ~<j~m(n/>0,  m/> 1). 
This can be replaced by the following set of rules 
Yn- lYn  --+ Zn- lYn  , UmZl  ~ rmZl  , 
yn_2Zn_ l  - -~ Zn_~Zn_  1 , Um- l rm --~ rm_ l r  m 
: 
y l z2  --+ Z lZ  2 , u l r2  -+  r l r  2 , 
qzl  --~ UlZl , Zl  --* Y l  , 
u 1 --~ flU 2 , z2 --~ y2,  
U 2 --+ r2u  3 , 
Urn-1 ~ rm- lUm , Zn  --+ Yn  , 
where z i  and u s are newly introduced nonterminal symbols. The replacement expressed 
by the original rule can be derived with the aid of these rules, but no unwanted terminal 
string may result from them. 
3. THE PARSING ALGORITHM 
The parsing algorithm described below is specified for RSG in reduced form. In 
virtue of Theorem 2, it can be applied to every RSL, though it is not necessarily a 
recognizer for them. Anyway, it can be assumed that every rule of the grammar in 
question has got one of the following forms 
1. x - .y ,  
2. x ~ yz ,  
3. x t  ~ yt .  
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According to these schemata the rules may be divided into three groups P1, P2 
and Pa which can be represented by three functions F1, F2 and Fs, respectively. The 
right sides of the rules make up three sets R1, R 2 and R a and the functionsF 1 ,F~ andF a 
are defined on them as follows: x i = F l (y i )  for every x i -+  Y i  e P1 ,  x~ -~ F2(y j ,  z~) 
for every x j  --+ y~z~ ~ P2 , and xk ----- Fa(yk, tk) for every xktk  --~ yktk  e P~ . 
Let vnvn_  1 ""  v 1 denote the input string to be analysed, where v i e T for 1 ~ i ~< n. 
The parsing algorithm as shown in Fig. 1 makes use of two push-down stores that are 
moving in opposite directions. The input string is originally placed into the first 
push-down store and the result appears in the second one. The contents of these 
push-down stores in the course of parsing will be denoted by vnv~_  1 " "v  I and 
u,u~ "" um , respectively. 
The way the parsing algorithm ~ works is represented by the flow-chart in Fig. 2. 
If the functions F1,/ ;2,  F3--which are considered here as parameters--are unique, 
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the algorithm is deterministic, otherwise it is nondeterministic. If/)3 is empty, then C/ 
works as a simple push-down automaton. 
LEMMA 1. For each RSG in reduced form, the parsing algorithm 0[ always performs 
the leftmost replacement (or, in nondeterministic case, the leftmost replacements). This 
means that just before ~ performs a replacement, he string ulu ~ ".. um is irreducible with 
respect o G, i.e., no sub-string of ulu 2 -" um belongs to R 1 u R 2 u R 3 . 
Proof. For the initial state of 0 /m = 0 and thus, the assertion is trivial. Let us 
suppose that the irreducibility of the string uxu 2 "" um has been preserved throughout 
a number of steps performed by the algorithm 0/ in the course of processing some 
input string. Then it will be preserved also in the next step of O. Namely, the last 
symbol will be removed from the second pushdown store and placed at the top of the 
first one whenever this symbol (i.e., u,m) has been replaced by another symbol. On the 
other hand, a new symbol (i.e., Vn) will be placed at the top of the second pushdown 
store only if the increased string ulu 2 "" UmVn is irreducible. 
COROLLARY. When the algorithm ~ stops, then n z 0 (i.e., the first push-down 
store is empty) and the contents of the second push-down store ulu z ... um is irreducible 
with respect o G. 
I f  6~ stops with m > 1 or with u 1 4= s, then the input string may, however, 
be derivable from the grammar. But it may also happen that 0/does not stop at all. 
In order to assure the finiteness of the algorithm ~ we have to impose some primary 
restrictions on the grammar G. 
4. THE CLASS OF PROGRESSIVE GRAMMARS 
DEFINITION 10. A right-sensitive grammar G in reduced form is called progressive 
if the parsing algorithm G--supplied with the parameter G--accepts exactly the 
language L(~ . (L c is then called progressive language.) 
This definition is not effective, but we will give sufficient conditions for G to be a 
progressive grammar. 
DEFINITION 11. A sequence of rules qr ~ ,..-, ~ ,  is called a loop, if for some 
t E T u I and for i ~- 1, 2,..., n -- 1, ~i has the form either x i --+ xi+ 1 or xi t -+ xi+lt, 
and x a --~ x,~. If  ~i ~/'1 (~i ~ P~) for 1 ~ i ~ n, then the loop is called type 1 
(type 3), otherwise it is mixed. 
Remark. For each RSG in reduced form it can be decided in finite steps whether 
the set of rules P contains a loop. The shortest loop cannot be longer than the total 
number of the rules in/)1 u / )3 .  
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LEMMA 2. I f  the set of the rules P of an RSG in reduced form does not contain loops, 
then the parsing algorithm 6~ will stop after a finite number of steps for every input string 
W~ (T w I)*. 
Proof. This can be shown indirectly. Assuming that C/does not stop for some 
W~ (T  u I)*, then it will perform infinitely many replacements producing thereby 
an infinite sequence of strings W = W0, W1, W 2 ..... where Wi+l ~ Wi with 
respect o G. (The string W i consists of the current contents of the two push-down 
stores putting them together in this way: W i = ulu ~ "" umvnv~_ 1 "'" vl). Since the 
application of a rule of P2 decreases the length of the string, these rules can be applied 
only finitely many times. Thus, if the subscript h is great enough, the strings 
W~,, Wh+l .... will all be of the same length. But the set of symbols T u I is finite; 
hence Wh+k = Wh must hold for some h, which implies that Wh ~ Wh. (The relation 
is not symmetrical by itself; see Definition 4). 
Let x be the rightmost symbol of Wh being exchanged somehow in the course of this 
specific derivation. If  it is the last symbol of Wh, then it can be exchanged only by the 
application of a rule of P1, say x ~ x 1 . But at the end of the derivation W a ~ Wh, 
we must get back x as the last symbol of the string, which implies that a loop of type 1 
must exist in P. 
I f  x is not the last symbol of W h , then there is another symbol t next to it which is 
left unchanged throughout the whole derivation W h ~ W h . Now the symbol x can 
be exchanged only when applying a rule of P1 or else of P~ with t as the second symbol 
on both sides of it, say xt -+ xlt. But again at the end of the derivation we must get 
back x in front of t which means that a loop must exist in P. Q.E.D. 
To every symbol x ~ T U I, a set of symbols ~(x) C I will be assigned. 
DEFINITION 12. For a given RSG in reduced form and a symbol x ~ T k)I, the 
set r is defined recursively as follows: 
(i) u ~ q~(x) if u -+ x ~ P 
or u --+ xy ~ P for somey~ T U I 
or ut --~ xt ~ P for some t 6 T u I. 
(ii) v 6 @(x) if v ~ r for some u E ~(x). 
As can be seen from the definition, the symbol x need not belong to @(x). I f xY  ~ vZ  
for a pair of strings, then either x ~ v or x E @(v). 
LEMMA 3. I f  xY  ~ xZ  and x 6 ~(x), then Y ~ Z. 
Proof. This can be proved by induction on the length of the derivation. Basis: 
xY  ~--xZ and x 6 q)(x). The rule that is applied in this derivation cannot replace 
the first symbol of the string xY,  because, in that case, both of its sides would have to 
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begin with x, which is excluded by x r q~(x). Thus, only the symbols of Y can be 
exchanged by that rule, which implies that Y ~-- Z. Induction step: I f  the derivation 
xY  ~ xZ is of length n + 1, then there exist some x' and Z'  for which xY  ~ x'Z'  
and x'Z'  ~-- xZ, where the first derivation is of length n. I f  x' @ x then x ~ ~b(x') 
and x' E q~(x) and, therefore, x E qb(x), which is again exluded; consequently x' = x 
must be the case. By the hypothesis Y ~ Z', while Z'  ~ Z follows similarly to the 
basis of the induction, that implies Y ~ Z. 
THEOREM 3. z/ right-sensitive grammar G = (T, 1, s, P1 U P~ U P3) in reduced 
form is progressive, if it satisfies the following five conditions: 
(1) the right sides of the rules are different from each other. 
(2) The right side of a rule of P1 (i.e., a symbol of R1) does not occur as the first 
symbol on the right side of another ule. 
(3) If  z --+ xy ~ P2 and y'  e ~b(y), then 
(3a) i fu~xy 'eP2 , thenz=yandu :y '  
(3b) xy' r Rz . 
(4) If  zt -+ xt e P3 and t' e ~b(t), then 
(4a) if u --~ xt' e P~, then also u --+ zt' ~ P2 
(4b) if vt' --+ xt' ~ Pz and v ~= z then vt' --~ zt' e Pz.  
(5) There is no loop in P1 k.) P3. 
Proof. According to Lemma 2 the parsing algorithm 8/will stop somehow for 
every W E T*. We have to prove that 0/reduces the input string W to the single initial 
symbol s if and only if W ~ Lc 9 The second part of the assertion is obvious, for if 8g 
reduces Wto the symbol s, then s ~ Wand thus, W6Lc .  We have to show, therefore, 
that 0/will stop with YES whenever W ~ La 9 
Assuming that W ~ La ,  there is a derivation s ~ W of finite length, say h. This 
means that there is a sequence of strings Wo, W 1 .... , Wn, where W o = W and 
Wn = s and Wi+l ~ Wi for 0 ~ i < h. The algorithm ~ will produce, on the other 
hand, a sequence of strings, say U0, U 1 ,..., Uk, where U o = W and U~+ 1~ Ui for 
O~i<k.  
Let j denote the highest subscript for which all the relations U 0 = Wo, 
U 1 = W1 ,..., U~ = Wj hold. Obviously, here we have 0 ~< j ~ min(h, k). I f j  = h, 
then k = h and we have nothing to prove. (The initial symbol s must not, and need 
not belong to R1). I f j  < h, thenj  < k, since 0/cannot stop in this case at Uj because 
of the corollary of Lemma 1 as opposed to W~+ 1~-- Wk = U~. Thus, i f j  < h, then 
performs at least one more replacement yielding Uj+ 1 for which U~+ 1 @ Wj+ 1 . 
Now the hypothetical derivation s = Wh ~-- Wh-x ~-- "'" v-- Wj ~- "" ~ W o = W 
can be modified in such a way that the first deviation of the two sequences will be 
eliminated, i.e., Ui = W~ will hold for i = O, 1,...,j + 1. (The length of the hypothet- 
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ical derivation will be left unchanged or increased by one through this modification.) 
By repeating this procedure very deviation can be eliminated up to Uk, which means 
that Uk = s, and this is what we want to prove. Let us consider this reasoning in 
details. In order to eliminate the first deviation of the two sequences U0 , U 1 ,..., Uk 
and Wo, W1,..., Wh, the initial part of the hypothetical derivation, i.e., 
s = Wh ~-- "'" ~ W~+I ~-- Wj has to be modified. The string Wj = U s will be denoted 
by AxyB, where xy corresponds to the substring umv,~ just before ~ performs the 
replacement that yields Uj+ 1 . (According to Lemma 1 the substring Ax is irreducible 
with respect o G.) Three cases must be distinguished: 
Case 1 : ~ applies a rule of P1 to Axy 
Let this rule be z --+ y. According to the construction ofthe algorithm, xy 6 R2 U R 3 
in this case. Now let the sequence Wj, W~-+I .... , be followed to the point where the 
indicated occurrence of y takes part in a replacement. Because of the conditions (I) 
and (2)--and since xy ~ R 2 u R3--this may only occur as the application of the rule 
z --+ y that is applied to Axy also by 0/'. In the meantime, only the substring B could 
have been reduced to some B'. (B' ~ B). Thus, the initial part of the hypothetical 
derivation must be of the form 
s ~ AxzB'  ~-- AxyB' ~ AxyB, 
where B' ~ B. But this can be modified simply by changing the order of the replace- 
ments so that we obtain 
s ~ AxzB'  ~ AxzB ~-- AxyB, 
which eliminates the deviation in question. 
Case 2: ~ applies a rule of P 2 to Axy 
This rule has to be of the form z --+ xy. Let us follow the sequence Wi+ x , Wi+ 2 .... 
up to the point where the indicated occurrence of x takes part in a replacement. This 
may occur only at the application of a rule of P2 or Pa because of Lemma 1. In the 
meantime, the string AxyB is reduced to some Axy'B', where y'B' ~ yB. 
I f y '  r q)(y), then y'  = y must be the case. Therefore the rule in question must be 
the same as the one applied by ~ to Axy; hence the initial part of the hypothetical 
derivation is of the form 
s ~ AzB'  ~-- AxyB' ~ AxyB. 
But here we have B' ~ B according to Lemma 3. Thus, the initial part of the hypothet- 
ical derivation can be modified in such a way that 
s ~ AzB'  ~ AzB ~- AxyB 
which removes the deviation in question. 
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If y' 6 ~(y), then according to condition (3) only some rule of P2 may come into 
question. Moreover, the rule applied in the hypothetical derivation must be of the 
form y' --+ xy' while the one applied by ~ to Axy must be of the form y ~ xy. (See 
condition (3a)). The initial part of the hypothetical derivation 
can be modified to read 
s ~ Ay'B' ~-- Axy'B' ~ AxyB 
s ~ Ay'B' ~ AyB ~- AxyB. 
That removes the deviation in question. 
Case 3: ~ applies a rule of P3 to Axy 
Let this rule be zy --~ xy. The sequence W~.+I, W~+ 2,... is to be followed again until 
the indicated occurrence of x takes part in a replacement. Meanwhile, the string 
AxyB is reduced to some Axy'B', where again y'B' ~ yB. 
I f y '  ~ q)(y), then by a similar argument to that given in Case 2 the initial part of 
the hypothetical derivation will be of the form 
s ~ AzyB' ~ AxyB' ~ AxyB 
that can be modified to 
s ~ AzyB' ~ AzyB F-- AxyB 
which eliminates the deviation under consideration. 
I fy '  e r then two subcases arise: 
Case 3.1. A rule of the form u --~ xy' is applied in the hypothetical derivation. 
According to condition (4a), there also exists a rule of the form u -+ zy'. Thus, the 
initial part of the hypothetical derivation is of the form 
s ~ AuB' ~-- Axy'B' ~ AxyB 
that can be replaced by 
s ~ AuB' ~-- Azy'B' ~ AzyB ~-- AxyB 
which eliminates the deviation in question though the length of the hypothetical 
derivation is increased by one. 
Case 3.2. A rule of the form vy' --+ xy' is applied in the hypothetical derivation. 
According to condition (4b), there now exists a rule of the form vy' --+ zy' unless 
v = z. So the initial part of the hypothetical derivation is of the form 
s ~ Avy'B' ~- Axy'B' ~ AxyB 
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that can be replaced by 
s ~ dzy 'B '  ~ AzyB ~-- dxyB,  
if v = z; otherwise it can be replaced by 
s ~ Avy 'B '  ~ dzy 'B '  ~ dzyB ~-  AxyB.  
The deviation under discussion is eliminated in both cases. However, the length of 
the hypothetical derivation is increased by one in the latter. 
Every deviation can thus be successively eliminated until j = k = h holds. Hence 
the proof of Theorem 3 is complete. 
THEOREM 4. There exists a progressive language that is not CFL. 
Proof. It can be shown that the language a2kpb2nq 2'~ with k ~ n is progressive, if
the grammar given in Example 1 is augmented by two redundant rules: Yl --~ blz2 
and Y2 ~ b2zl 9 It can be easily shown that this augmented grammar will generate 
the same language as before, though it becomes ambiguous. It can be verified further 
that this grammar satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3. 
Conditions (1)-(2) and (5) can be easily checked for. Condition (3) is concerned 
with the rules of/)2 9 But it has nothing to do with such a rule, where, to the second 
symbol on the right side, an empty set ~b is assigned. (q3(x) is empty, if x never occurs 
as the first symbol on the right side of a rule.) Now the sets q~(zl), q)(z2), r q)(c) 
are all empty and, therefore, only two rules remain: s -+ x~y 1 and ul--* ax l .  
~(Yl) ~ {Zl}, ~(Xl) ~ {S}, but XlZ 1 ~ R 2 U R 3 and as r R 2 U R 3 . 
Condition (4) is concerned with the rules of Pz 9 Here the second symbol on the 
right side is either b 1 or b~. The corresponding sets are identical: 
(/'(b~) = r = {b~, b2, Yl, Ye, Zl, ,~2}. 
Regarding condition (4a), only rules b~b2-~ bzb 2 and b.,bl--~ b~b 1 may come into 
consideration since u~ and u s do not occur as first symbols on the right sides of the 
rules of P2. 
For bib 2--+b~b 2~Pz  and z 2~r there exists a rule y~--+b~z 2~/ )2 ;  so 
Condition (4a) requires that yl  --> b~z2 ~ P~ too. This is why the latter has been added 
to the grammar. Similarly, for b2b ~ --, bib ~ and z~ E ~O(bl), yz -+ blz 1 ~ P2 requires that 
also Y2 -+ b2zl ~ P2 9 The two newly introduced rules will in turn require the existence 
of the old ones. Condition (4b) can be easily verified, since to every rule of Pz only the 
same rule itself may- -and does indeed--come into question, because b~ ~ ~(bl) and 
b~ ~ r This obviously means that v = z always holds. 
Remark. The two redundant rules will help the parsing algorithm C/to  avoid 
dead ends. They are in fact inferences from the original grammar and short cuts of 
dead ends. 
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EXAMPLE 2. The following right-sensitive grammar defines the closed arithmetic 
expression where i represents a number or a variable: T = {i, + , - - ,  •  (,)}, 
I = {s, a, b, c, d, e, p, q} and the rules are 
s --~ e, b) -+ c), a ~ (e, 
e---~ a), bp---~ cp, p- -~ +,  
e -+ i, c --+ pe, p ~ - - ,  
a -+ (b, c -+ de, q--+ • 
a--+ ab, d--+ cq, q--~ /. 
This grammar eflects the hierarchy of the infix operators and satisfies the conditions 
of Theorem 3. The parsing with the aid of the algorithm ~ takes 0(n) steps (n is the 
length of the input) and is able to interface the semantic interpretation of the arithmetic 
expressions. 
In the rest of this paper we will see how to obtain such grammars. 
5. IMPROVING THE GRAMMAR OF A RIGHT SENSITIVE LANGUAGE 
According to Theorem 2, each RSL can be generated by an RSG in reduced form. 
The transformation eventually necessary to obtain the reduced form is already a 
kind of improvement of the grammar for our purposes. The main goal, however, is 
to obtain a grammar that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3. No general solution 
to this problem is available. 
THEOREM 5. To every RSG G there exists a RSG G' in reduced form such that 
Lc'  = Lc and G' satisfies the conditions (1)-(4) of Theorem 3 except for a (possibly 
empty) subset of P1 conflicting with condition (1). 
Proof. Let us consider the conditions of Theorem 3 one by one: 
(1) A set of rules of P2 with identical right sides {zi --~ xy} can be replaced by 
{ze -+ a} and a --~ xy, where a is a new auxiliary symbol. Similarly, a set of rules 
of P3 with identical right sides {zit ~ xt} can be replaced by {zi -+ a} and at ~ xt, 
while a pair of rules {z 1 ~ xt, z2t ~ xt} can be replaced by {z 1 ~ at, z# ~ xt} and 
a ---~ x. 
(2) A pair of rules of the form {z -+ xy, v ~ x} can be replaced by {z --~ ay, 
v ~ x, a ~ x} where a is a new auxiliary symbol. The same holds for {zt ~ xt, 
V ----~ X). 
(3) A pair of rules (z ~ xy, u -+ xy'} withy'  ~ q~(y) can be replaced by{z -+ xa, 
u ~ xy', a -+ y}, where a is a new auxiliary symbol. The same holds for uy' --~ xy'. 
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(4) A pair of rules {zt--+ xt, u~ xt'} with t '~O( t )  can be replaced by 
{zt --~ at, u ~ bt', a ~ x, b --+ x}, where a and b are new auxiliary symbols. The same 
holds for {zt ~ xt, ut' --~ xt'}, and this completes the proof. 
This means that--apart from condition (5)--all the troubles with the grammar can 
be concentrated in the rules of P1 with identical right sides. The elimination of such 
rules is no more an easy task and it cannot be done in every case. 
One way of eliminating some rule of P1 is substitution. This means that the rule 
a --+ b, where a @ s, can be eliminated by adding to each rule of the form 
x --~ a,  y ~ au,  z --+ va, wt -~ at, 
another ule of the form 
x --~ b, y ~ bu, z ~ vb, wt --+ bt, 
respectively. (The rule r --~ aa is r --~ au as well as r --~ va at the same time.) 
However, this substitution may well result in violating conditions (1)-(4) once again. 
Another way of eliminating a rule of P1 is embedding for which we need the definition 
of a set H(x) analogous to O(x) given in Definition 12. 
DEFINITION 13. For a given RSG G in reduced form and a symbol x e T U / ,  the 
set H(x) is defined recursively as follows: 
(i) u E H(x) if u -~ x c P 
or u --~ zxe  P for some ze  TU I 
(ii) v e H(x) if v e H(u) for some u e H(x). 
Now, if s ~ H(a), then the rule a --~ b can be replaced by the set of rules {ati --~ bti}, 
where ti runs over the whole set T W L But in the embedding {ati -~ bti}, no t~ has 
to occur which cannot appear next to a in a derivation. 
LEMMA 4. I f  S ~ AxyB,  then {x t3 H(x)}{y k30(y)}  c3 (R~ t3 R3) = ~,  where 
{x U H(x)}{y W O(y)} is the direct product of the two sets. 
Proof. Indirect assumption: (x u H(x)}{y u O(y)} t3 (R 2 U R3) = ~ and 
s ~ AxyB.  Now, since xy ~ R 2 k3 R 3 , there must be some x', y' ,  A '  and B' for which 
x' ~ {x u H(x)}, y '  ~ {y t30(y)} and s ~ A'x 'y 'B ' ,  and the length of the derivation 
s ~ A 'x 'y 'B '  is less than that of the derivation s ~ AxyB.  This argument can be 
always repeated with x', y' ,  A '  and B'  in the place of x, y, A and B which contradicts 
the finiteness of the derivation s ~ AxyB.  
Thus, the embedding of a --+ b consists of the set of rules {ati --~ btl} with every t i 
for which {a U H(a)){t~ U O(t~)} n (R2 U Ra) 4- ~.  The embedding replaces a 
context-free rule by a set of context-sensitive ones. This seems to be useful for every 
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LR(1) context free grammar. (It is known that to each LR(k) context-free grammar 
there is an LR(1) CFG that generates the same language [1].) 
If the original grammar is context-free, then it may be worthwhile preserving this 
feature. In this case, the conditions (3b) and (4) of Theorem 3 are pointless. 
Moreover--allowing preliminary modification of the grammar--condition (2) can 
be weakened. 
CONDITION (2'). I f  a =/= s, a ~ b ~ 1)1, and y --~ by ~ P2 .for some x, y ~ T ~3 I, 
then 
(2'a) H(a)= q~(y) = ;~ and 
(2'b) i f  av ~ R 2 for some v ~ T t3 I, then q~(v) = ;~. 
THEOREM 6. I f  the RSG G in reduced form is context-free and satisfies the conditions 
of Theorem 3 with condition (2') in the place of condition (2), then there is a G' in reduced 
form which is also context-free and satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3 and La, ~ Lc 9 
Proof. Every conflict with condition (2) can be resolved by substitution (see above). 
The elimination of the incriminated rule of/)1 cannot cause new conflicts in virtue 
of condition (2'). Q.E.D. 
The restriction (2'a) is still very strong, since it excludes right-recursion for the 
symbol a. However, a direct (non implicit) right recursion a --* xa can be eliminated 
in some cases. 
THEOREM 7. I f  the RSG G in reduced form is context-free and a --* xa ~ P, then 
there is another context-free grammar in reduced form G' for which T' = T, I '  ~ I, 
s' = s, L a, = L a but a -+ xa ~ P', provided that s =A a, H(a) ~- {a} and for every 
z i -+ ay i e P z i does not occur on the left side of a rule of other form. 
Proof. Since H(a) = {a}, the symbol a may occur only on the right sides of the 
rules of the form z i --~ ayi or else a ---* xja. (A rule of the form a -+ a is superfluous). 
The latter can be replaced by the set of rules {z i -+ xjzi}. Namely, the application of 
a rule a --+ xja must be preceded by the application of some rule z i --+ ay i (a 4- s). 
Thus, every derivation where it appears has the form 
s ~ Az IB  ~-  Aayi  B ~ Aay iB  ~ Ax jay iB  ~ W 
which can be represented by 
s ~ Az iB  ~-- Ax~ziB ~-- Axjay iB ~ z~x~ayiB ~ W 
using the new rules. 
Reversely, the application of a new rule z i --~ x~z i must be followed by the appli- 
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cation of some rule of the form zi -~ ayi since zi ~ T. Thus, each derivation of terminal 
strings where it appears looks like 
s ~ Az iB  ~ Ax jz iB  ~ A2jx,giB b-.- Agj.~ayig ~ W 
where ~ denotes a string equal to or derived from the sequence of x~--s eventually 
appearing in front of z i . But this derivation can be represented by 
s ~ Az iB  ~ AayiB ~ Ax~ayiB ~ z~2jxayiB ~ W 
in the original grammar and this completes the proof. 
The application of Theorems 6 and 7 is illustrated in the Appendix. It is interesting 
to observe that in the light of Theorem 3 an LR(1) context-free grammar is made 
progressive such that it is transformed into an LR(0) context-free grammar. 
Finally, it could be mentioned that the device with two pushdown stores shown 
in Fig. 1 represents in general an acceptor of context-sensitive languages and, thus, 
it is equivalent o linear bounded automata [5]. One-way stack automata can be 
considered as a special case of this device; so the result of [6] follows from our remark. 
APPENDIX 
Denotations: 
a = arithmetic expression, 
b ~- basic expression, 
c = expression closing, 
d = digit, 
e = parameter entry, 
f = function symbol, 
h = half expression, 
i = identifier, 
l = letter, 
n = number, 
p = parameter, 
q = arithmetic operator, 
s = closed arithmetic expression, 
; = parameter delimiter. 
This is a simplified syntax of the closed arithmetic expression: 
I={s ,c ,a ,h ,b , i ,n , f ,p ,e} ,  T={ l ,d , ( , ) , ;}  
and the set of rules is as follows: 
s--~ (c s -~ fp  i--* l 
c ---,- a) f - - *  i( i --~ il 
a--* b p -*  c i--~ id 
a--~ ha p -*  ep n--,. d 
h --,- bq e -~ a; n -* nd 
b - -~ i  
b--~ n 
b----~s 
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After the application of Theorem 7 to a ~ ha and {c ---+ a), e ~ a;} and the elimi- 
nation of a ~ b, b --~ i, b --~ n and b ~ s using substitutions successively, we obtain 
the following progressive context-free grammar: 
s --~ ( c s --,. f p i --~ l 
c - *  i) f - *  i( i --~ il 
c - *  n) p- -~ c i--~ id 
c--~ s) p- -~ ep n -*  d 
c--+ hc e -*  he n--> nd 
h -~ iq e -*  i; 
h--,- nq e--~ n ; 
h - *  sq e -+ s; 
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